PARTNERSPHERE  Imperva and Crossbeam
Safeguard Data and Stay Compliant with Imperva SecureSphere on Crossbeam X-Series

Deploying SecureSphere on the Crossbeam X-Series platform enables you to prevent sensitive data breaches on your network, meet compliance requirements, scale your protection with your business, and ensure that your brand is completely defended. The fully integrated solution offers maximum security on an adaptable and powerful hardware platform.

Protect Your Applications and Data
The Imperva SecureSphere Data Security Suite, integrated with the Crossbeam X-Series platform, provides the best protection available for Web application and database security threats. SecureSphere's unified data security products mitigate the financial costs and brand damage associated with a data breach. With up-to-date, real-time protection against hackers and malicious insiders, SecureSphere provides end-to-end security for sensitive applications and data.

Address Compliance
Industry and government standards such as PCI DSS, SOX, and HIPAA impose challenging monitoring, auditing, and security requirements. Imperva SecureSphere accelerates the time to compliance by satisfying multiple requirements across different regulatory standards and offering out-of-the-box controls and reports. Imperva SecureSphere on Crossbeam X-Series provides an integrated, full solution for regulatory and industry compliance.

Save Energy and Extend Depreciation Cycles
The Crossbeam X-Series platform is extremely efficient, enabling organizations to reduce energy consumption by over 50% compared to alternative solutions. Scalable Crossbeam hardware provides ample growth capacity for the future. The ability to adapt the platform over time is why Crossbeam customers have used the same chassis for over 7 years.

Increase Confidence with Integrated Security
The Crossbeam X-Series combines superior networking and exceptional processing with an open application architecture that can self-heal. This open platform has been built from the ground up for reliability, preventing any single point of failure. The fully modular architecture of the Crossbeam X-Series maximizes application and network availability.

Integrate More Security
Crossbeam has designed the X-Series to host multiple security solutions within the same chassis. You can protect your Web applications and databases with the award-winning Imperva SecureSphere Data Security Suite, and then leverage your Crossbeam investment by adding a network firewall, an intrusion prevention system, or a Web security gateway service. Consolidating multiple security applications on a single platform lowers operational costs and increases efficiency.

Integration Benefits
- Protect your sensitive data and your brand
- Satisfy PCI, SOX, and HIPAA compliance requirements
- Reduce energy consumption with network appliance consolidation
- Extend hardware capital depreciation cycles
- Increase confidence with Crossbeam’s self-healing technology
- Integrate additional applications with Crossbeam’s open architecture
**Crossbeam X-Series Platform**
The Crossbeam X-Series offers a virtual infrastructure platform with superior network processing performance, and exceptional application processing in an adaptable architecture – enabling customers to choose best-in-class applications to run on a single, dependable, scalable system.

With the X-Series, enterprises and service providers can consolidate security network infrastructures and lower total operating costs. It also dramatically simplifies deployment and ongoing management including patch management. The X-Series Operating System (XOS) allows multiple best-of-breed applications to run seamlessly on the same platform. The X-Series and its XOS software allow organizations to:

» Utilize best-in-class applications to maximize security
» Adapt performance and scale to address business needs
» Lower total cost of ownership with dramatic network and energy consolidation

» Decrease downtime with a self-healing fully modular platform

**Imperva SecureSphere Data Security Suite**
The Imperva SecureSphere Data Security Suite is the market-leading data security and compliance solution. SecureSphere protects sensitive data from hackers and malicious insiders, delivers a fast and cost-effective route to regulatory compliance, and establishes a repeatable process for data risk management. Providing Web application and database security, SecureSphere offers best-in-class security for data breach prevention and compliance.

Powering the SecureSphere Data Security Suite is a common platform that provides flexible deployment options, unified management, deep analytics and customizable reporting. The SecureSphere platform enables enterprise scalability and accelerates time to value. Imperva SecureSphere enables organizations to:

» Protect Web applications from complex, large scale online attacks
» Secure and audit access to business-critical databases
» Focus forensic analysis for effective incident response
» Reduce risk by detecting sensitive data, mitigating vulnerabilities and removing excessive rights

**Imperva SecureSphere on Crossbeam General Requirements**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specifications</th>
<th>APM 8650</th>
<th>APM 9600</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Processors</td>
<td>1 or 2 Intel Quad Core CPUs</td>
<td>2 Intel Hex Core CPUs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDD Storage</td>
<td>1 or 2 120GB RAID optional</td>
<td>1 or 2 450GB RAID optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating System</td>
<td>XOS 8.5.3 or higher</td>
<td>XOS 9.5 or higher</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**About Crossbeam**
Crossbeam Systems®, Inc. offers a proven approach to deploying network security that meets the extreme performance, scalability and reliability demands of large enterprises, service providers and government agencies. Its leading X-Series security platform offers an open, high-performance architecture that easily provisions and scales multiple best-in-class security applications to meet the ever-changing threat landscape. Companies rely on Crossbeam to intelligently manage risk, accelerate and maintain compliance, and protect their businesses from evolving threats.

**About Imperva**
Imperva is the global leader in data security. With more than 1,300 direct customers and 25,000 cloud customers, Imperva’s customers include leading enterprises, government organizations, and managed service providers who rely on Imperva to prevent sensitive data theft from hackers and insiders. The award-winning Imperva SecureSphere is the only solution that delivers full activity monitoring and protection for databases and Web applications. Only Imperva delivers innovative technology to give full audit accountability and separation of duties to meet regulatory compliance.

Visit us at www.imperva.com